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An integrated livestock model family

In order to improve the livelihoods of the families for well-being, the livelihoods of the indigenous people from ancient times to the present are careers on integrated livestock and planting for generating incomes for family which is their main job and the needs of each family has various jobs.

Nowadays integrated livestock is increasingly expanding day by day and each family is raising livestock in different types due to different needs and skills are not the same. Mr. Phanxay, 38 years old, a resident of Phanlor village, Hiem district, Huaphanh Province. His family is interested in the activity of income generation very much which has a target to make an income for his family. He started several types of livestock such as ducks, chickens, pigs ... He has tried on many successful and unsuccessful raising forms, the previous livestock was based on traditional raising, narrow farming areas and weather in some seasons caused the livestock infected and dead so that is not enough for consumption, sometimes there is only sufficient for living.

So, in the early of 2014, PRF has supported livelihood and nutrition (LN) in Phanlor village. Mr. Phanxay has joined the activity by starting from village development plan, developing family by studying the potential to understand policy and the implementation method, and then apply to be a member of self-help groups (SHG) and followed by the SHG’s rule well and then he got a loan from the Village Development Fund that PRF supported, with the amount of 2 million kip for buying a couple of pig breeds, got a loan for raising integrated livestock from the DAFO in an amount of 4 million kip to buy goat breeds as well as expanding the area of grass plantation for goats and some fodders for husbandry.

In addition, he also got trained on the technique of raising pigs and goats with DAFO and PRF team such as expanding range of animal raising areas, building an animal shelter, fermented fodder making, how to feed animals, seasonal immunization. After got the training, he improved methods of raising animals for each types following by technical procedures that make animals grow up. Raising pigs around 1 year can sell out 9 pigs equivalent to 81 kilograms worth 2,835,000 kip, there are 04 pigs breeds increased, for goats raising within 01 year can breed 11 goats and he can sell out 09 goats equivalent to 135 kilograms worth 4,725,000 kips, there are 06 pigs breeds left. In the late of 2014, he has gained incomes from selling animals in the total amount of 7,560,000 kip.

At the beginning of 2015, he can pay back the loan including interests to SHG and the Integrated Livestock Fund from the DAFO of Hiem District. Therefore, after deducting the capital, there will be a profit of 1,560,000 Kip and there also have some pig and goat breeds. Then He bought 03 cocks and 07 hens and a variety of fish that fast-growing that the market needed add to the existing 10 kilograms. In addition, the animal shelter is also built along the bank of the fish pond in order to reduce the cost of raising fish.
After his income generation activities implemented, up to now, he earns incomes from selling animals an average of about 17 million kip per year. Through implementing those activities, he is able to share lessons learnt from real experiences with SHG members in the village and with the villages nearby who come to learn with him.